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Watch the whole world spring to life!Budding geographers will love to immerse themselves in this

fun, bright, fact-packed first atlas with lots of detailed illustrations. Each continent has its own

spread, with pop-ups, flaps, booklets, and sturdy pull-tabs introducing the worldâ€™s countries,

inhabitants, and famous landmarks.
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A novelty-packed introduction to the world, for globetrotters of five plus * The Bookseller Children's

buying guide * The detail included is phenomenal - there will be something new for your child every

time they open the book. Highly recommended! * Parentintouch.co.uk * Featured in an engaging

books round-up in December 2012 issue of BookPage * Candlewick publicity bulletin * A surprising

amount of detail and it's presented in a quirky and accessible way. -- Jane Sandell * The Scotsman

* Although designed for ages 5+, this new atlas with its flaps, pop-ups and pullouts provides lots of

talking points on matters geographical for younger kids. * Natural Geographic Traveller * --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Anita Ganeri has won the Geographical Association Silver Award. Born in India, she went to

Cambridge University, then worked as an editor before becoming a full-time author of childrenâ€™s

information books, specializing in geography and the natural world.Stephen Waterhouse has been



illustrating since 1998, creating pictures for books, posters, cards, jigsaws, maps, advent calendars,

packaging, and magazines. In 1998 he won the Association of Illustrators Student Section Gold

Award.

This book was a birthday present for a 6 year old map lover, and while I was told the child loved it, I

wished it had more details/separation of states/regions for the countries. Each country was

described at a VERY high-level. I thought the pop-ups were pretty good, but if you love maps, you

wouldn't be able to use this as one, really.

This is an absolutely wonderful book. It was purchased for a six-year-old who is very interested in

geography. This book is not only beautifully done but is packed with fascinating information. In

reading the book with my grandson I was reminded of long-forgotten geography facts. I loved the

various tabs and surprises found within the pages of this really terrific book. Any child (or adult)

interested in the word of which they are a part will adore this book.

My four year old is obsessed with maps and reading about countries around the world. This book is

just perfect for him since he's at the point where he wants to learn more details about landmarks/

culture and currently reads at a grade 2 level. Visually there is a lot to look at and talk about. Great

find!

I might have been as excited about this book as my 6& 8 year old nephews were. Educational and

colorful, perfect for them since they love maps.

Good book but one or two countries are missing, i wonder why.

Five year old daughter loved this book!

ENORMOUS hit with my grandson (5) and his cronies (3-5) at preschool. My only complaint is it's

out of print and my copy cost me a fortune, but I'd say it's well worth it considering how many times

it's been looked at, shared, passed around to friends, and loved. I can not understand how it was

allowed to go out of print!

Works as described.
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